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                                              MISSONI spring collection 2021  

 

Recently the famous designer brand “Missoni” showed their latest collection for spring 21 

through lookbook/runway. The collection shows that the trend for Missoni spring 21 will have 

different texture, color, shape, size, balance and harmony. Unlike any other year Missoni used 

less colors and more mix and match for its collection spring 21. 

 

Missoni is known for their contrast designs. For spring 21 the brand added minimal contrast for 

their collections. “Silhouettes have been redefined through the lens of comfort”- comfortable 

matters when people want to wear something less compressed and complicated. The silhouette 

they used for the collection is very light and thin which brings leave spaces to breathe for the 

buyers. Soothing and soft fabrics knitwears have been used for the outfits. 

  

The balance of color, images, shapes, patterns are eye catcher materials for the customers 

Missoni has been using colors and their famous “Zigzag” pattern in their every collection. For 

spring21, They have used narrow zigzag patterns in their bikini sets, mini skirts and top sets. 



They used varieties of colors but the colors are low temperature, tint and vibrance. It has 

balanced the new aesthetic monochromatic trend. They didn't use much bright colors for their 

dresses, skirts and shirts. The symmetrical designs of each outfit are nicely done. The similarities 

on the dresses are slit. Each outfit has a different style of slits. Some short and some are long 

based on the length of designs. Each outfit has T-straps stilettos with a zigzag pattern.  It's 

breathable but I like that there's a sleeve and that the color palette isn't spring season type. 

  

The emphasis part of the designs of this spring 21 was varieties of neck design. They didn't keep 

the neck part similar but came up with different types of designs. Neck shapes are very comfy 

and have more of a V-shape on it. The design has a minimalist impression. In the pictures They 

have worked with  skinny body-typed models. 

 


